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Multiple cropping describes forms of cropping practices where total production from a unit area of land in a farming year is achieved through growing crops simultaneously, sole crops in sequence, or a combination of mixed and sole crops in sequence.

Multiple cropping for food production is in widespread use by farmers in the warmer parts of the world at all levels of agricultural technology. However, the form of multiple cropping varies from area to area depending on the farmers’ total resources. Under conditions of “low level equilibrium” farming, as exists in much of the developing world (e.g., Africa, Latin America, parts of India), farmers operate with difficulties arising from low capital, unfavorable price relations, unsophisticated markets, and rudimentary infrastructure. Multiple cropping involving the growing of rain-fed crops in mixtures matches well the total resources available to these farmers in maintaining low but often adequate and relatively steady production. In conditions of “high level equilibrium” farming, as exists in areas such as the U. S., Taiwan, and parts of India, on-farm agricultural technology is geared towards commercial production. Here multiple cropping mostly involves the growing of sole crops in sequence, but in some cases where farming is both capital and labor intensive due to a high population and an absolute land shortage, growing crops in mixtures has become economically more attractive.

In the future much of the food needed by the world’s rural and urban population in the areas presently under conditions of low level equilibrium farming will have to be produced by farming communities under conditions of change in agricultural technology. While efforts by governments to improve institutional and administrative structures and support facilities will
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